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Legal Disclaimer

The information presented in this document may not exhaust all the

issues raised and does not constitute a commercial offer. The

intention of this document is to provide interested parties with

information on the company, product and GraceFull (GF) token.

This document does not constitute a solicitation of an offer to sell or

an offer to buy any securities in any jurisdiction. If such incentive

offers exist, they are illegal. GraceFull (GF) token are not shares and

their owners are not shareholders, the GF token is classified as utility

token.

GraceFull guarantees that any forward-looking statements, historical

data and statistics made by the company or expected results of the

company will be related to actual facts about the company's results in

the future. GF tokens authorize investors to use them to purchase

services and products available only through these tokens.

The whitepaper cannot be treated as an invitation to participate in

the investment. It represents and is considered an offer of securities

in any jurisdiction that has an up-to-date regulation governing this

sector. The whitepaper does not contain any information or guidance

that could be considered a recommendation or that could be used as

the basis for an investment decision.
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Concepts and definitions

Cryptocurrency - a distributed accounting system based on
cryptography, storing information about the state of ownership in
contractual units. The ownership status is related to individual
system nodes (portfolios) in such a way that only the holder of the
corresponding private key has control over a given portfolio and it is
impossible to issue the same unit twice.

Token - a unit of value that an organization creates to independently
manage its business model to allow users to interact with its
products, as well as facilitate distribution and sharing rewards and
benefits with stakeholders.

Token utility - these are tokens that give access to a product or
service produced by a specific company. The main idea behind
these kinds of tokens is that users will use them and the services
they are attached to.

Address or wallet - a system used to store tokens, which consists
of a pair of keys: public and private. The public key is used for
signature, i.e. encryption of the input data. The task of the private
key is to decode this data.
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Project goals

The aim of the project is to use new technologies based on the unique

combination of two key ingredients used in all of the GraceFull

products – Fullerene C60 and Kryniczanka Natural Mineral Water.

The aim is also to develop brand awareness and a solid customer base,

as well as to create a wide range of services and products available

through the GF token.

GF Utility

The GF token is a utility token. The purpose of its issue is to raise

funds for the development of new technologies as part of the

GraceFull Cosmetics project. The Utility token will be used in the

ecosystem, based on the bcp24 blockchain, for trading on the

ex.bcp24.io exchange. Details on the website http://bcp24.io
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GraceFull - About the brand

GraceFull is an exclusive cosmetics brand designed with strong and
effective anti-aging properties in mind. It is primarily a unique
combination of Fullerene C60 - carbon allotrope, an active
ingredient with unparalleled power to fight free radicals - with the
highly moisturizing and nourishing Kryniczanka Natural Mineral
Water.

MAKE YOUR MOVE –GraceFull and get a taste of youthful,
beautiful skin!
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For whom?

GraceFull products are aimed at all those who  want effective and
long-lasting action against  the process of skin aging. They are
preventation anti-aging products for all those who appreciate the
highest quality, luxury and modern elegance.
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Planned activities

Thanks to financial support from investments in GraceFull (GF)

tokens, the brand wants to develop intensively by constantly

expanding its product portfolio; we aim to have 10 proprietary

products on the market over the next two years. The activities

intensified in this way and the acquisition of a group of loyal

customers are aimed at placing the brand at the forefront of luxury

skin care cosmetics.
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Token issue plan

The unit starting price of the token is $ 0.0005, and the maximum

amount of tokens traded is 100%, which is 2,100,000,000 pieces. 75%

of the tokens will be released for sale. The remaining 25% is a reserve

and will be allocated to:

● 7% on future listings on exchanges

● 10 % on token marketing

● 3 % on advisors

● 5% for product development work
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